We spent the week exploring nature, gaining outdoor skills, playing many types of sports, and creating our own adventures. Highlights from this week include:

- Participating in a nature scavenger hunt
- Identifying leaves of tree varieties
- Creating various nature crafts
- Moving in CrossFit Kids
- Kayaking and canoeing in the pool
- Tie dying bandanas
- Racing in wacky water relays
- Designing animal masks
- Learning from UD’s Dr. Mary Buchwalder about her bike trip and travels in Hawaii
- Playing “World Cup” soccer on Stuart Field
- Learning about outdoor skills and gear

- Practicing soccer and basketball drills
- Building tarp shelters
- Tossing water balloons
- Learning the basics of bike safety
- Practicing bike repair and maintenance skills
- Building popsicle stick boats
- Swimming and jumping off the diving board
- Writing about an upcoming adventure
- Competing in spirit team and counselor vs. camper capture the flag games
- Celebrating the Blue Spirit Team’s win as well as our weekly camper award winners!
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